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Summary

Genetic association data in the wiki web interface

Technical details

The genetic information is identified by the standard gene symbol and a short string for the polymorphisms and genotypes with the variant nucleotides alphabetically sorted.

A fielded wiki for genetic association studies with
personality traits is described that features easy
entry, on-the-fly meta-analysis of effect sizes and
forest and funnel plotting with export of data in
different formats.

Editors of the wiki are able to easily add and edit
the table and see revisions. Presently, the wiki
is “fully open”13 which means that everyone is
able to add and edit. However, a simple cookiebased authentication scheme is in place enabling
the switch to a “lockable” wiki type.

Background

Our experience with a meta-analytic neuroinformatics database, the Brede Database,1 shows that
data entry is a bottleneck. Web-based collaborative entry with a wiki could be a solution to speed
up the process. To explore this idea a small wiki
was constructed for a well-defined field: Personality genetics.
The wiki idea has inspired a number of other
projects within bioinformatics, e.g., WikiProteins,2
WikiGenes,3 SNPedia and the automatic setup of
gene articles in Wikipedia.4 Non-wiki web-based
systems with genetic association studies and metaanalysis are also in operation, e.g., AlzGene.5
Many genetic association studies on personality
traits exist, and several meta-analyses have already
been performed: On a serotonin transporter gene
polymorphism (5-HTTLPR) and anxiety-related
traits.6–10 But also other polymorphisms and
traits have been examined in meta-analyses.6, 11, 12
These meta-analyses typically focus on a single
personality trait and a single polymorphism. The
wiki system presented here handles multiple polymorphisms across multiple personality traits.
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On the fly plots of the mean and standard deviations of both raw data and effect sizes are
constructed in the image format Scalable Vector
Graphics (SVG) that allows hyperlinks.
Rather than a free-form text-based wiki a fielded wiki framework was setup where data was structured
in a table with fixed columns: Gene symbol, polymorphism, genotype, personality test, personality
trait, personality score mean and standard deviation, recruitment group and PubMed identifier. Each
row represents one personality trait measured for one group of humans with a specific genotype
reported in one specific published paper.
So far data from 22 papers have been entered amounting to 26 different personality traits from 7
different test batteries, 9 different polymorphisms from 7 different genes, 20 different subject groups
(patient groups as well as healthy). It adds up to a total of 523 trait/genotype personality score
values.

Data export to comma-separated values file allows
more flexible and advanced off-line analyses, and
export to MediaWiki templates make it possible to
include the data in Wikipedia or any other MediaWiki-based wiki.
Where possible the individual items have a link
to PubMed, and the gene symbols and polymorphisms link to corresponding pages on Wikipedia.
One single script in the programming language
Python with a SQLite database backend implements the web-service.
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Effect size

Effect sizes and meta analysis in the wiki

An effect size d is defined as a standardized mean
difference
x̄1 − x̄2
,
(1)
d=
s
where x̄1 is the mean personality score for one
group of subjects, x̄2 is the mean for a comparison group and s is the standard deviation within
the groups. Slight variations exist for this computation and the present application uses Hedges’
unbiased d for the computation.14

In principle the personality genetics wiki allows
for mass meta-analysis across multiple personality
traits and multiple polymorphisms.
The present structure does not make it possible
to record or analyze combined effects of polymorphisms, and the present wiki lacks discussion pages
(“Talk pages”) or any other means for supporting
social interaction among users and editors.

Meta-analysis computation
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Given several studies of a single polymorphism/trait pair a meta-analytic estimate of a
common effect size is possible.
Hedges and Olkin suggest a large sample approximation for the variance of d of the kth study as
σ̂ 2 (dk ) =

n1,k + n2,k
d2k
.
+
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(2)

A combined effect size d+ among K studies may
be found as
d+ = σ̂ 2 (d+ )

K
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,
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Observations

A first attempt on a meta-analytic bioinformatics
fielded wiki was made. The data of personality
genetics has relatively well-defined entities, is easy
to represent, analyze and visualize compared to
typical neuroinformatics data.

Presently effect sizes are computed automatically
for all homozygotes-homozygotes comparisons for
each polymorphism and personality trait examined
in each paper.
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where the variance of the combined effect, σ̂ 2 (d+ ),
is estimated as
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.
(4)
σ̂ 2 (d+ ) =
σ̂ 2 (dk )
k=1
With a large sample Gaussian approximation the
combined effect size and its variance may be used
in a comparison against the normal distribution to
obtain P -value and confidence intervals.
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The effect size and meta-analysis computation allows for the generation of forest plots with
the standard deviation and 95% confidence interval for the estimate for both the individual effect sizes (a total of 178) and the combined meta-analytic effect size. Also funnel plots can
be made. For the well-studied polymorphism (5-HTTLPR) in the serotonin transporter gene
(SLC6A4 ) the wiki database can presently compute 12 effect sizes against the ’neuroticism’ trait.
The fixed effect meta-analysis shows that the polymorphism has a small and significant association. However, the
Cochran’s test for inhomogeneity15 shows that the studies
are confounded by between-study variation. The variation
can be estimated with a random effect model, but it does
not point to its origin. Some variation may be due to subject
group differences and possible personality test differences.
Variations in the geographic distribution of personality traits
have been observed,16, 17 but should these variations be carried over to gene/trait interactions?
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